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Air traffic controller per hour



C$99,847Avg. Base salary (CAD)The average air traffic controller salary is C$99,847C $54k -C$141kC $2k - C$13kEXPLORE BY:An early career flight controller with 1-4 years of experience earns an average total C$97,721 compensation (including tips, bonus and overtime) based on 24
salaries. An average career air traffic controller with 5-9 years of experience earns an average total of C$101,619 in compensation under 11 salaries. Experienced... Read moreThe Guide to legal rules directs traffic in the air and on the ground. The air traffic controller warns pilots about
obstacles that may be on their way, such as other aircraft and bad weather. The air traffic controller may sometimes need to divert aircraft into the air when there are adverse weather conditions. The air traffic controller also assists aircraft with landing and take-off instructions. The air traffic
controller will perform these duties with the help of radar ... Read moreAir Traffic Controller TasksMonitors flight dispatch, base operations, ASR radar, PAR radar and proximity to provide control. Train and supervise other staff. Use appropriate methods of coordination between and within
the installations. Schedule and surveillance airspace. Tell us about your work and wage factors such as skills and educationIt's a market worth with a report tailored for you to suit your wages with confidence4.6 of 5Extremely Satisfied10Reviews We need at least 5 ratings before we can
calculate the satisfaction score. Are you an air traffic controller? Take our survey to help us achieve this goal. Alternative and related titles: Air traffic controllersOfficer, coaching assistant, service, traffic, air officer, control, traffic, air traffic, air traffic, radar, flight attendant, flight officer, control,
space (airport) assistant, services, traffic, air traffic, movement, land (airport) planner, traffic, air traffic, air traffic controller, air traffic controller earns on average excellent money compared to average salary for all ... [+] professions in the United States. Getty Air traffic controller career is one
that has the advantage of paying relatively well with an entry-level education for an employee that is typical of an associate degree. Most of your education comes from long-term work-based training. According to the Head of the Bureau of Labor Statistics Professional Outlook, although the
employment of air traffic controllers is expected to increase by only 1%, with a median hourly wage of $59.87, air traffic controllers earn significantly more than the national average. Using professional data from the Bureau of Labor Statistics, we analyzed and collected the average air traffic
controller's salary rounding by state in the U.S. Read about the full breakdown of where FAA air traffic controllers earn the most money and where they earn the least. 10 countries where air traffic controllers earn the most money National average annual air traffic controller wages under the
GSP, well over double the average annual salary for all professions, $51,960. However, depending on which state you are employed as an air traffic controller, your salary may be much lower. In some of the lowest-paid states, air traffic controllers' salaries are nearly $50,000 below the
national average. Below is a list of the top 10 best paying countries for air traffic controllers. New Hampshire average air traffic controller salary: $147,350 Virginia average air traffic controller salary: $139,520 Illinois average air traffic controller salary: $136,390 Georgia average air traffic
controller salary: $136,210 Texas average air traffic controller salary: $1 California average air traffic controller salary: $132,300 Minnesota average air traffic controller salary: $131,330 Ohio average air traffic controller salary: $131,180 New York average air traffic controller salary:
$130,840 Colorado average air traffic controller salary :: $128,210 Of the many state-based state salary reports we make, the top-10 list of FAA air traffic controllers has one of the more interesting geographic blends. The list includes all four different regions of the U.S. Census: Northeast,
Midwest, West, and South. It is noted that the headquarters and main airports of the airlines located in several of the best countries. For example, Virginia is home to both Ronald Reagan Washington National Airport and Dullest International Airport, which serves Washington D.C. and a
larger metro area; The state of Illinois has united airlines headquarters and Chicago O'Hare International Airport; and Georgia has great marketing at Hartsfield-Jackson Atlanta International Airport, plus Delta headquarters. Trending Now: 9 ways to increase business profits in 10 states,
where air traffic controllers earn the least money in bottom-10 states, where air traffic controllers have the least money is not as geographically different as the best-paying states. Air traffic controllers usually earn less money in the south and upper Midwest. Here's a look at the salaries of
the 10 worst-offs. Montana average air traffic controller salary: $77,150 West Virginia average air traffic controller salary: $79,710 Vermont average air traffic controller salary: $81,630 Iowa average air traffic controller salary: $82,460 South Dakota average air traffic controller salary: $82
580 Mississippi Average Air Traffic Controller Salary: $84,240 North Dakota Average Air Traffic Controller Salary: $85,760 Louisiana Average Air Traffic Controller Salary: $86,070 Connecticut Average Air Traffic Controller Salary: $88,360 South Carolina Average Air Traffic Controller Salary
: $92,070 There are some bright spots between these states. Average air traffic controller salaries in Mississippi have risen by 10.8% and Montana by 13.1% over the past five years, which is one of the best growth Study. In other poorest countries, wages have been falling since 2013, such
as the Northern and Connecticut. In fact, in 2015 and 2016, air traffic controllers earned on average more than $100,000 a year in wages, and have fallen hard over the past two years. How many air traffic controllers make up each state Below you will find the average annual salary of FAA
air traffic controllers in all 50 states from 2013 to 2018. Find out: Here's how many electricians do in each state trending now: The best states to start a business air traffic controllers must be able to coordinate multi-flight operations. There are several different ways to become an air traffic
controller. The candidate must either have 3 years of progressively responsible work experience, a bachelor's degree, a total of three years of postdocumental education and work experience, or obtain a degree under the AT-CTI programme approved by the Federal Aviation Administration
(FAA). In addition, to become an air traffic controller, candidates must be US citizens; carry out a medical evaluation, including drug checks and background checks; maintain the FAA pre-accession test, which includes a biographical evaluation; transfer the air traffic controller's specialist
skills assessment battery (ATSA); and complete a training course at the FAA Academy (and start it before the age of 31). A biographical assessment, also known as a personal data test, is a behavioural consistency exam that assesses the candidate's personality's suitability to become an
air traffic controller. For more information, see the Office of Personnel Management (OPM) page on personal data testing. Applicants who pass both ATSA and biographical assessments are entitled to join the FAA Academy. Controllers must also pass a physical examination each year and
a performance examination twice a year. In addition, they must pass periodic checks on medicines. Some learn their skills and become air traffic controllers while in the military. Education Candidates who want to become air traffic controllers usually need an associate or bachelor's degree
in the AT-CTI program. Other candidates must have 3 years of progressively responsible work experience, have completed a 4-year college or have a combination of both. The FAA sets guidelines for schools that offer the AT-CTI program. AT-CTI schools offer 2 or 4 year degrees to
prepare students for air traffic control careers. The training programme is not standardised, but the courses focus on things that are essential to aviation. Topics include aviation weather, airspace, permits, chart reading, federal regulations and related topics. Training Most newly hired air
traffic controllers are trained at the FAA Academy in Oklahoma City, OK. The duration of training depends on the applicant's background. must be hired before the 31st birthday. After completing the academy, trainees shall be assigned to the air traffic control unit as development controllers
until they have completed all the requirements to become a certified air traffic controller. Development controllers begin their careers by coming to pilots with basic flight data and airport information. Then they advance to positions in the control room, which have more responsibility. As
development controllers master various positions, they earn an increase in wages and advance their training. Those with previous experience as controller may take less time to become fully certified. The controller has the ability to move from one position to another if additional training is
completed. For example, the controller can transfer from the route to the position of the airport tower with additional Academy training. In both of these positions, controllers can transfer to jobs at different locations or move to supervisory positions. Job experience in a related profession
applicants may need to have up to 3 years of gradually responsible aggregated work experience in any profession, or a combination of work experience and college education. Changing less postdoctoral education requires more work experience. Licences, certificates and registration All air
traffic controllers must hold an air traffic control tower operator's certificate or be properly qualified and supervised as specified in Title 14 of Part 65 of the Federal Code of Rules. They must be at least 18 years old, fluent in English, and meet all the requirements of knowledge and skills.
Important features of communication skills. Air traffic controllers must be able to give clear, concise instructions, listen carefully to the requests of pilots and respond clearly by speaking English. Concentration skills. Controllers must be able to focus on a room where multiple conversations
take place at the same time. For example, in a large airport tower, several controllers can talk to several pilots at once. Decision-making skills. Controllers have to make quick decisions. For example, when a pilot requests a change in altitude to avoid poor weather, the controller must react
quickly so that the plane can operate safely. Math skills. Controllers must be able to perform arithmetic work accurately and quickly. They often need to calculate speed, time and distances, and they recommend changes in the header and height. Organizational skills. Operators shall be able
to coordinate the actions of several flights. Controllers must be able to prioritize tasks, as they may be required to direct multiple pilots at the same time. Problem solving skills. Controllers shall be able to understand complex situations, such as the impact of changing weather conditions on
the flight path of the aeroplane. Data controllers shall be able to review relevant information and provide pilots with appropriate solutions. Solutions.
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